
Circa 1900 Art and Humanities Resource

Identifying and Illustrating Landforms



Paul Cézanne, Houses on the Hill, 1900–1906. Oil on canvas. 
Collection of the McNay Art Museum, bequest of Marion Koogler
McNay .

Looking Activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking ActivityPass out the provided handout, “Welcome to Roadtrip.” Discuss what is depicted using the following questions:What do you see? What colors are used? What is the medium? Are there any visible brushstrokes? Is anything missing from the composition?Does the composition remind you of any place you have visited on vacation? What place? List up to five feelings that surfaced from thinking about this place on the provided handout.Move to the next section of the handout. Have students begin to visualize the journey to a place they have visited on a trip. Ask the following questions:Are you traveling by car, bus, train, plane, or boat?Are there any smells that you can recall (for example, the smell of the ocean)?Where are you going? What do you see along the way? In the last section off the handout, “Mixtape,” list five bands or songs that you would put on a mixtape for this journey or remember listening to while on this vacation. Keep this sheet for the watercolor project.



Landforms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the different landforms and list the different characteristics of each.



What is a Landscape?

A landscape is made up of landforms and vegetation.
Geographers borrowed the term from artists who 

made the land the man focus of their art.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the difference between landforms and landscapes. Identify a few landforms in the landscape. 



Quotations are commonly printed as a means of 
inspiration and to invoke philosophical thoughts 

from the reader.

Landscape Discussion

Paul Cézanne, Houses on the Hill, 1900–1906. Oil on canvas. Collection of the McNay Art 
Museum, bequest of Marion Koogler McNay .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DiscussionWhat landforms are depicted? Why do you think that? How does the artist’s style help communicate the characteristics of these landforms? What feelings or emotions does the landscape evoke? Consider the composition of the painting, the colors used, and the style of the brushstrokes.



Victor Higgins, Old Orchard (Bare Young Aspens), 1922-1923. Oil on canvas. 
Collection of the McNay Art Museum, gift of Dr. and Mrs. William C. Winter.

Landscape Discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DiscussionWhat landforms are depicted? Why do you think that? How does the artist’s style help communicate the characteristics of these landforms? What feelings or emotions does the landscape evoke? Consider the composition of the painting, the colors used, and the style of the brushstrokes.



Quotations are commonly printed as a means of 
inspiration and to invoke philosophical thoughts 

from the reader.

Landscape Discussion

Pierre Auguste Renoir, Guernesey, 1882. Oil on canvas. Collection of the McNay Art Museum, gift of 
Mrs. Aaron A. Green from the Lucien Abrams Collection.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DiscussionWhat landforms are depicted? Why do you think that? How does the artist’s style help communicate the characteristics of these landforms? What feelings or emotions does the landscape evoke? Consider the composition of the painting, the colors used, and the style of the brushstrokes.



Water Color Techniques

Landform Watercolors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Landform WatercolorsGo to the Watercolor Techniques website from Sources Worth Consulting (link on slide) and review different techniques that can be used in watercolor painting. Do any of the techniques resemble the characteristics of certain landforms?Give each student a piece of cardstock or watercolor paper. Draw three 4 inch squares and tape around the edges to ensure the watercolor stays within the boundaries. Sketch the remembered landscape from the Looking Activity. Use the three squares to experiment with different watercolor techniques or approaches. Outline the landforms, features, and foliage of the memory in pen, then use watercolors to paint the drawing. Students can apply any of the techniques from the Watercolor Techniques website.When finished, pick up the painting and gently tip it from side to side just once or twice to allow the colors to blend. Allow the watercolor landscapes to dry. Once the landscapes are dry, use ink to draw added details such as texture, contour lines, or patterns, and to sign the painting.Students brainstorm an Instagram style hashtag for their painting.

https://www.deepspacesparkle.com/watercolor-techniques-a-6th-grade-experiment/


Paul Cézanne preferred to paint still lifes and 
landscapes in his later work. Consider the following:

• What if the modern Cézanne used social media and 
posted Instagram photos of his artwork?

• Why would Cézanne post his art on social media?
• Given that Cézanne loves to paint still life and 

landscapes, how is this similar to the feed one 
would view on Instagram today?

Reflective Response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These questions can be answered as a class discussion, or have each student write their response.



THE END
This presentation was created by:

Kara Salinas
Artist and Educator

karamichelem@gmail.com
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